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The largesT geoMeTriC earThWork CoMplex in The World

neWark and iTs earThWorks

and Great Circle – helping visitors grasp the lit-
erally unbelievable scope, beauty, and precision 
of this unique architecture. Awestruck settlers 
discovered, described, and began to measure 
these earthworks in the early 1800s. The impact 
of these monuments on the visitor today is still 
stunning, creating an architectural experience 
like no other on earth.
 Begin your tour of Newark at the well-
preserved Courthouse Square.  The history of 
the town and its industrial heritage is well told 
at the nearby Works Museum, where there are 
also shops and artists’ studios (55 S. First St., 740 
349-9277).
 From downtown Newark, take Main Street 

west, then turn south on Route 79 
for 1½ miles to the Great Circle 
Earthworks on the right. The small 
museum and visitors center, a short 
walk from the parking lot, will pro-
vide an orientation to the whole 
complex and its history: a bronze 
tabletop model stands out front; an 
interactive exhibit program, inter-
pretive materials from the Ohio 
History Connection, and the staff 
of the Licking County Convention 
and Visitors Bureau are available 
inside.

THE GREAT CIRCLE    The 
Museum’s entrance directly faces 
the monumental gateway of the 
Great Circle enclosure. This may 
be the best preserved of the geo-
metric earthworks not just in 
Newark, but anywhere in Ohio. It’s 
a gigantic circular enclosure, 1200 
feet from crest to crest. Four foot-
ball fields would fit across it end to 
end. The walls vary in height from 

 Seventeen centuries ago, Newark, Ohio, 
was a major center for the remarkable ancient 
culture. Here, American Indians built the larg-
est geometric earthwork complex in the world. 
Enormous enclosures connected by walled road-
ways were spread across more than four square 
miles. This was the most spectacular of many 
such earthworks, concentrated along the tribu-
taries of the Ohio River, marking the people’s 
beliefs, rituals, and sense of community.  Today 
only fragments remain, although here at New-
ark we can still walk among these vast shapes, 
and feel how they direct our eyes and footsteps.
 Two of the most impressive features from 
ancient Newark remain today – the Octagon 

neWark greaT CirCle Map

1  Museum

2  Gateway

3  Ditch

4  Eagle Mound

5  Processional Way

Newark Great Circle GPS: 40.04161111 N 82.42908333 
W. Visitors Center open weekdays all year 8:30 to 5:00 
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– 4 Sundays; Memorial Day Monday, July 4, & Labor 
Day Weekend are all 12 – 4 pm. 455 Hebron Road (State 
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four feet up to fourteen at this 
monumental gateway.
 The design is typical of many 
earlier, Adena earthworks: a ring, 
with an interior ditch and a gate-
way opening to the east.  But here, 
people coming from other parts of 
the complex would enter the most 
dramatic portal anywhere in their 

cultural world: a sign preparing them for the 
ceremonies at the circle’s heart. Follow the inner 
ditch and notice the subtle gradations in the 
height and steepness of the wall.

BUILDING THE GREAT CIRCLE    An 
excavation through the Great Circle wall has 
shown how the construction was done.  First 
a set of point mounds were placed around in a 
circle.  Then a ditch was dug, and that soil was 
used to make a ring.  Finally, yellow gravelly 
clay was brought up from deep pits nearby to 
cover the inside. 
 Building techniques probably had both 
spiritual and practical meaning: The yellow clay 
smoothed and supported the inner wall, but the 
color also made for a more dramatic ritual space. 
The ditch provided earth for the wall, but it also 
may have filled with water in wet seasons, pre-
senting a second, magical circle.
 Building the Newark complex 2000 years 
ago, they had to move more than 7 million cubic 
feet of earth.  It would have taken many gen-
erations, or an enormous number of workers.  
Archaeologist Brad Lepper:  
 They were built with pointed digging sticks 
and perhaps hoes or picks made with a deer 
shoulder blade, and hafted onto a stick – simple 
tools. The Hopewell people used these to dig pits 
in the ground and then fill the earth… in baskets 
and carry those baskets one at a time to mound 
them, one after another.

THE WATER-FILLED DITCH    New evi-
dence suggests that the Great Circle’s ditch was 
designed to hold water; ancient ditches and 
ponds at some other earthworks still do. Brad 

5The Great Circle Gateway, seen from 
the Museum; Eagle Mound is in the center 
distance (photo by Tim Black). 

6Shops and cafés (and a rare Louis Sul-
livan bank building of 1914) surround the 
Licking County Courthouse, in down-
town Newark.

66The Great Circle’s inner ditch 
was originally constructed to hold water, 
forming a continuous reflecting pool or 
“spirit barrier.”
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Lepper suggests what this may have meant:
 I think it was intended to evoke in some 
way, or presence in some way, that watery under-
world of Native American traditions: the Beneath 
World. And whether it’s in the form of a spirit 
barrier, or whether it’s just simply to have that 
presence of water surrounding the ceremonies, 
that’s probably as close as we can come to under-
standing the purpose now. 
 The ancient clay and limestone lining of 
the ditch probably held water for centuries, but 
in the long run would have required mainte-
nance. This explains why we don’t see water in it 
today:
 Over the centuries, as roots penetrate that, 
the seal is penetrated. And the Newark Earth-
works are built on hundreds of feet of glacial sand 
and gravel. So you could be pouring water into 
that all day, and unless it was sealed that water 

would just vanish.

EAGLE MOUND    At the cen-
ter of the circle is an elegantly 
undulating earthen memorial 
built over the remains of a long, 
timber-framed building with two 
“wings.” This mound was nick-
named “Eagle Mound” by the first 
pioneers. When it was excavated 
in 1928, a pattern of postmolds 
showed a long building, with 
screen-walls extending from it like 
two wings.
 Inside, a rectangular clay basin 
held fires, a sign of ritual activity. 
Scraps of shiny mica littered one 
end of the floor.  When they were 
finished using the building, the 
people filled the fire basin with 

white sand and left little behind except a pair 
of copper shapes. They dismantled the wood-
en structure or burned it and covered its floor 
with earth.  As often in this culture, such ritual 
mounding created a final, sacred memorial to 
the structure’s meaning.

THE “OLD FORT”    From its first discov-
ery by Europeans, and its initial naming as the 
“Old Fort,” the Great Circle has been preserved, 
and renamed, through uses both recreational 
and military.  Historian Jeff Gill explains:
 We also have the early pioneer history inter-
acting with the structure, calling it the “Old Fort.” 
(But around 1820) Caleb Atwater comes along 
and he starts to notice: Wait a minute, the moat’s 

5The Eagle Mound Building had a cen-
tral hearth, and two symmetrical wings, 
perhaps to hide the ceremonies from pub-
lic view.

6The best-preserved examples of 
Hopewell-era water architecture are the 
ponds inside the walls of Fort Ancient, in 
Warren County.

66Low earthen walls like this one 
originally encircled the entire complex, 
and seem to channel movement from one 
figure to the next.
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from Ohio in the Union Army:
 President Hayes was a guest. Future Presi-
dent General James Garfield was there. William 
Tecumseh Sherman was there. And a speaker’s 
platform was erected across from the big grand-
stand where the people would watch the race.  
Partway through the program it began to col-
lapse, and the paper says that President Hayes, 
and General Sherman, and Garfield, only saved 
themselves by throwing themselves forward out of 
their chairs, while the chairs fell backward into 
the collapsing ruins. So Newark almost became 
famous for losing a president.

PROCESSIONAL WAYS    Outside the 
Great Circle gateway and to the north and east 
are well-preserved remains of the low embank-
ment walls that once encircled the entire New-
ark complex with a continuous outline. There 
seem to be only three entry points, all of them 
suggesting ceremonial approaches from water.  
Once inside, the people were channeled from 
one specialized enclosure to another.  Archae-
ologist Brad Lepper:
 I think you could almost view the elements, 
the different functionally specialized yet inte-
grated elements of this site as components of a 
gigantic ritual machine. And movement through 
that site, would have been a way of power flow-

on the inside of the wall, maybe it’s not a fort. But 
the name changes largely because, shortly after 
that, it becomes the County Fairground – and it 
becomes known as the Fairgrounds Circle. 
 Later, local area soldiers gathered and 
trained here on their way to fight in the Civil 
War:
 And the “76” fights all the way down to 
Atlanta, and to Savannah, and then up for the 
grand review in Washington at the end of the 
war, and back home.  And of the 900 men who 
left, less than half make it back home.

PUBLIC SPECTACLES    Spectacles and 
Encampments continued in the later nine-
teenth century, and into the twentieth, includ-
ing Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show (complete 
with Indians). Jeff Gill:
 Can you imagine, thousands of Licking 
Countians sitting on those walls, and Buffalo 
Bill himself and his whole crew coming in and 
out of that gateway? Buffalo Bill said it was the 
most amazing place he ever did the show – as 
compared to your standard fairgrounds or arena. 
What a sight! 
 Brad Lepper tells the story of another 
grand spectacle at the “Fairgrounds Circle” that 
almost ended in disaster! It was the 1874 Grand 
Reunion of the soldiers and sailors that served 

3The Newark Earthworks covered an 
area of four square miles; its most monu-
mental features are still intact (drawing by 
Squier and Davis).
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Aztec dances in costume. We went 
to the Great Circle. And the Aztec 
dancers led us into that circle and 
preformed a dance in the middle of 
it.  We think there were roughly 500 
of us there when it began to rain. 
And perhaps a hundred of us stayed 
through the rain; we got absolutely 
drenched. But it stopped raining, 
and the sun came out, and the danc-
ing went on, and we dried off, and 
it was wonderful.  And when it was 
done the dancers told me: “It was a 
rain dance.”

NEWARK’S WATERWAYS    If 
we follow the logic of these low 
walls enclosing the entire complex, 
we’re left with only three “entranc-

es” where people could have entered without 
climbing over them – all from waterways. It 
seems the builders chose a site surrounded by 
waterways, and centered on a pond, and then 
made its only entrances via water. Yet boats 
could not go anywhere on at least one of the 
creeks. Probably, water meant more than just a 
way to travel. Brad Lepper:
 In the cosmology of many Eastern Wood-
land tribes, the universe is conceived as three-
layered: a sky world, called the above-world; 
our middle earth on which we live, and a below-
world, an underworld, that’s mostly water. And 
each of these has its spirit powers associated with 
it. The thunderbirds live in the above-world. The 
Great Serpent and the Underwater Panther live 
in the underworld, the watery world. And I think 
the sources of water are places where the under-
world makes contact with this world.
 If this cosmology that we’ve defined from 
historic Native Americans can be projected back 
2000 years, or at least elements of it, then the 
watery underworld, the beneath-world, forms 
a very important source of spiritual power that 
generates some if not all of the power behind this 
site.

A SACRED REGION    The whole region 
around the Newark Earthworks was appar-
ently sacred: other earthworks, plus various 
alignment points are spread throughout the 
surrounding hills. Across the Licking River, an 
earthen square 740 feet on a side was attached 
to a ring and ditch (now lost).  Atop a steep 
wooded hill (visible from the Great Circle park-
ing lot), a big ring with a central mound still 

ing through; the people moving through it, the pil-
grims, the priests, the shamans, moving through 
that site, would in some ways be re-enacting some 
fundamental, cosmological cycles. 
 Dance and procession on specialized cer-
emonial grounds remain important features of 
American Indian rituals today.

MODERN RITUALS    Thanks to the efforts 
of the Newark Earthworks Center the Great 
Circle is seeing a return of Native rituals and 
events.  As part of Newark Earthworks Day 
2008, after scholars compared the site with 
Stonehenge and with Teotihuacan in Mexico, 
the crowds adjourned to a ceremonial dance 
here. Historian Dick Shiels tells the story:
 We brought ten people from Mexico who 
are Aztec descendents, and who as a part of their 
own personal spirituality dance and perform 

5The view out across the Newark Earth-
works from (high) above the Heath Hill-
top enclosure, as it may have appeared in 
antiquity.

6The Great Circle Earthwork site while 
it was known as “Idlewilde Park,” a favor-
ite getaway for central Ohioans.  
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 There was a well-developed prairie soil 
beneath what most people think was the earli-
est element of the Newark Earthworks, the Great 
Circle.  I believe the prairie had been there for 
hundreds of years, perhaps thousands of years 
prior to the Hopewell building it. Hunting and 
gathering peoples all over the world burn off 
sections of forest and maintain them artificially 
as prairies. In a fully mature oak-hickory forest 
there aren’t very many deer, so they would burn 
off sections of forest and keep them burned off to 
maintain it as a prairie, to cultivate the ground 
for the purposes of keeping high densities of game.

THE CHERRY  VALLEY    When the first 
pioneers came to the area around the New-
ark Earthworks, they found huge numbers of 
mature cherry trees. Within a few generations 
they were all harvested and sent to Cincinnati 
to be turned into furniture. But Brad Lepper 
speculates on how this “cherry valley” came to 
be here:
 I think it’s entirely likely that cherry trees 
may have been artificially planted and grown for 
the people coming to the earthworks for festivals, 
because they liked cherries, and maybe that was 
part of the foods that were consumed here. The 
profusion of cherry trees in the historic times may 
be the remnants of those groves that were here 
indigenously.

THE SALISBURY BROTHERS    Two broth-
ers named Salisbury made the most precise 
and detailed map of the Newark Earthworks. 
That map, along with its detailed descriptions, 
became the basis for the computer visualiza-
tions in all our Ancient Ohio Trail materials. 
Brad Lepper explains who the brothers were:  
 James and Charles Salisbury were interest-
ing. Dr. James Salisbury was a physician, who 
practiced in Newark. He was wildly famous and 
popular for having a fad diet called the Salisbury 
Diet:  many of his patients were former veter-
ans of the Civil War who’d subsisted on a steady 
diet of hard-tack and coffee, and their digestive 
systems had been ravaged.  And so he invented 
Salisbury Steak as sort of a easily digestible form 
of diet for them.  But (he was) a dedicated anti-
quarian, and many of the dedicated antiquar-
ians were physicians, for one reason or another.  
And the Salisbury map is quite accurate:  you can 
overlay the Salisbury map over the aerial photo-
graphs we have and it matches precisely.

stands. Brad Lepper: 
 There are other mounds and earthworks 
on many hilltops that surround this area. I think 
they all somehow relate to a continuous pattern 
of land use that felt the land was sacred, that 
added these architectural fixtures to it, that in 
their minds perhaps only increased the sacred-
ness of it, and channeled it, and put it into these 
earthen vessels and channeled it down these par-
allel corridors.

A PRARIE LANDSCAPE    Most of Ohio 
was covered by mature oak-hickory forests 
in antiquity, and up to the time of settlement.  
But we know that vast prairie openings were 
also here: either naturally or maintained by 
humans.  They were probably an essential fea-
ture of earthwork sites. Brad Lepper explains:

5The name “Cherry Valley” is all over 
this area, on malls, roads, and businesses; 
though it may originate in deep antiquity.  

6Flag of the 76th Ohio Contingent that 
fought for the Union in the Civil War, 
whose 1874 Grand Reunion almost ended 
in disaster.
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THE BURIAL ELLIPSE    From the Square, 
the view across the highway to the northeast 
will help in grasping the scale of the earth-
work complex as a whole: the center of the giant 
Ellipse was half a mile away. Each piece of the 
Newark complex seems to have had a special 
use and meaning, and this Ellipse was the cem-
etery of the earthwork’s builders – a necropo-
lis probably as grand as Mound City in Chilli-
cothe.  Eleven conical mounds surrounded a 
large, irregular one at the center.  One set of 
burials here was covered in sheets of gleam-
ing mica.  Some of these mounds were prob-
ably already very old before being surrounded 
by the elliptical wall:  perhaps adding this new 
order was another way to honor the ancestors.
 The ellipse and its mounded tombs were 
destroyed very early by the construction of the 
canal and the railroads, and the growth of the 
town. Old records prove that builders and loot-
ers came across objects made of copper and other 
precious materials. Yet today, the only thing we 
know came from this area is the extraordinary 
“Shaman of Newark.”

THE SHAMAN OF NEWARK    The Sha-
man of Newark is a fist-sized stone figurine 
depicts a man in a bearskin, holding a human 
head in his lap. He may be preparing it for 
burning or burial, or using it for divination.  
Archaeologist Brad Lepper: 
 He’s dressed as a bear, a bear’s head on his 
head, bear claws on his hands, he’s wearing ear 
spools, and in his lap he’s holding what appears to 
be a decapitated human head wearing the same 

THE SQUARE    A few blocks away lies a 
fragment of Newark’s ancient earthen square, 
the Wright Earthworks, at Grant Street near 
James, viewable from James Street (accessible 
via 21st Street; drive around the Great Circle 
and head north). The Square was originally 
about the size of nine city blocks. Eight small 
mounds inside its gateways emphasized its 
geometric precision. Much of the square and 
the surrounding lines were destroyed, some as 
early as the 1820s, when the Ohio Canal was 
cut through here. Less than 20 years later, Squi-
er and Davis reported:
 The ancient lines can now be traced only at 
intervals, among gardens and outhouses... A few 
years hence, the residents upon this spot will be 
compelled to resort to this map, to ascertain the 
character of the works which occupied the very 
ground upon which they stand.

3The Salisbury Map was discovered by 
Dr. Bradley Lepper in the American Anti-
quarian Society’s archives in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. 

6Aztec-descended dancers from Mexico 
visited the Great Circle during Newark 
Earthworks Day in 2008 (photo by Tim 
Black).  
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style of ear spools. One of the most 
fascinating things about this is the 
depiction of a shaman apparently 
in the very act of transforming into 
an animal spirit: the hand on the 
head appears to be either in the act 
of lowering the mask on his face or 
perhaps raising it above his face.  In 
fact if you’re talking about the sha-
man’s transformation, and simply 
tilt it, the shaman transforms before 
your very eyes!
 The bear has traditionally 
meant many things to native peo-
ple, including awakening after a 
long hibernation. Sending someone 
to their burial with such a symbol 
of rebirth would link them to the 
renewing circle of life.  Today, the 

Shaman of Newark is on display at the Ohio 
History Center (see the Granville/Columbus 
Route).

THE OCTAGON EARTHWORKS    Across 
town from the Great Circle (once linked by 
ancient walled roadways, now by 21st Street, 
Main Street, and 33rd Street) the precise Octa-
gon Earthworks present their perfectly level 
artificial horizons, used in antiquity to mark 
the complex movements of the moon. A giant 
circle connects via a parallel-walled avenue 
with the even larger octagon, with cleverly 
designed corner gateways. Small earthen walls 
nearby were the beginning of a long straight 
roadway to the southwest. 
 Arriving at the parking lot of the Mound-
builders Country Club, you are at the heart of 
the Octagon Earthworks. A small wooden plat-
form has been built here to offer an orientation, 
and views into the Avenue connecting the giant 
Observatory Circle (on the left) with the open-
cornered Octagon (on the right).  This octagon 
and its adjoining circle are the most precise of all 
the remaining earthworks.  They’re a half-mile 
across, perfectly formed, and exactly level. The 
circle’s diameter is 1,054 feet, an interval that 
also perfectly constructs the Octagon (defining 
a diagonal square that perfectly touches 4 gate-
ways).
 Throughout the site, the walls are just at 
eye-level, keeping us enclosed, and forming an 
artificial horizon.  Even the gateways are visual-
ly blocked by smaller mounds. Inside this huge, 
perfect work of geometry, our eyes are drawn 
across from one point to another, and on to the 
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4Today, the Shaman of Newark, from 
the Great Ellipse Necropolis, is featured at 
the Ohio Historical Center in Columbus. 
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7  Great Hopewell Road
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philosopher:
 So we surveyed the major sym-
metry axes, we surveyed the lines 
along the earthen walls, the lines 
between vertices and mounds, and 
thought, well, we’ll get a bunch of 
alignments to the solstice points 
from this. And the first shocking fact 
was that, in spite of some claims to 
the contrary, there were NO solar 
alignments at Newark.  And  that’s 
when we were shocked to find that 
the major symmetry axes of the cir-
cle-octagon combination, as well as 
four of the eight walls, all align very 
precisely with extreme rise and set 
points of the moon, which illustrat-
ed very nicely the 18.6 year cycle in 
the motion of those extreme rise and 

set points.
 Ray Hively reflects on the significance of 
the fact that people living here so long ago could 
create such huge monuments with such precise 
links to the movements of the heavens:  
 I think that the accomplishment at Newark 
is great for a number of reasons. Of course, the 
physical scale and precision of it is a great accom-
plishment, but the fact that this structure simul-
taneously encodes geometrical and astronomical 
information is an astounding and highly moti-
vating discovery for any society that makes it.  
 Even today, modern physicists are motivat-
ed in a sense by the same kind of dual desire:  that 
is, the desire, the passion in fact, to find a cor-
respondence between mathematical symmetry 
and natural phenomena. That is a very power-
ful discovery, and I think that we’re dealing with 
something like that here.
 The precise geometry of Newark’s Circle-
Octagon centers on its axial center line, begin-
ning at the center of the Observatory Mound 
and pointing 38 degrees north of east.  It’s a 
long line of sight which, if the site were cleared 
of trees, would lead the eye to a precise point on 
distant horizon.  From here, as a result of gen-
erations of careful measurements and design-
ing, the ancients could predict, and bear witness 
to, the return of the moon to its northernmost 
position – just once in every generation. 
 The movements of the moon are complex.  
Nowadays, we notice that the moon has differ-
ent phases over about 29 days. But the builders of 
the earthworks noticed much more complicated 
lunar patterns: first, about every four weeks its 
rising point swings back and forth between the 

real horizon beyond. Poles and banners proba-
bly marked the gateways. We can imagine grand 
processions along the wide roadways, moving 
among the various parts of the complex.
 If golfers are not present (there are several 
“golf-free days” each year), walk the grounds 
thoroughly; it will take between one and two 
hours. Follow the giant circle to the left, as far 
as the Observatory Mound. From the top of 
this feature, ancient priests or shamans could 
observe the perfect alignment of the moon at its 
northernmost rising: it appeared along the axis 
of the Avenue and across the center-point and 
distant gateway of the Octagon, about six-tenths 
of a mile away.

A LUNAR CALENDAR    The lunar align-
ments at Newark were just discovered a few 
decades ago. Two professors from Earlham 
College went looking for solar alignments at 
the Octagon, initially with skepticism. Ray 
Hively is an astronomer, and Bob Horn is a 

5Precision of one of the walls of the 
Octagon, viewed toward the edge of the 
terrace above Raccoon Creek.  

6Reconstruction of the axial moonrise 
experience, every 18.6 years, as seen from 
(far) above the Observatory Mound.
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gon’s alignments were first pub-
lished in the 1980s. Brad Lepper 
and Jeff Gill were soon calculating 
when the 18.6-year cycle would 
bring the moonrise back to its per-
fect axial position.  Historian Gill 
explains:  
 We were looking at getting to be 
the first people in 1500 years to go 
and watch something happen in a 
place and in a way that it was origi-
nally intended to do. And so there 
we stood, on the central alignment, 
and looking along where those walls 
said to us, whispered across the cen-
turies: “There it will happen.” And 
when it did, it was just one of the 
most memorable moments of my 

life. And, you know, that’s the kind of stuff that 
you get involved in archaeology to do, which is 
to just reach across the centuries and have that 
human contact.
 Now that the moonrise alignments have 
been re-discovered here, there have been 
increasing numbers of celebrations.  A group of 
Native Americans came for the 2005 maximum 
moonrise, and went out into the Octagon.  Dick 
Shiels recalls:
 We got to the site and there was this mist:  
you couldn’t see the walls of the earthworks, let 
alone the moon. But we had brought a Lakota 
spiritual leader from South Dakota, who led us 
in. We had brought Native singers from around 
the state who led us in.  We walked into the cen-
ter of the octagon. The Native leader sang and 
prayed, we stood there in the mist unable to see 
anything at all for about a half an hour, and as 
we walked back I saw 50-year-old college profes-
sors with tears running down their faces. It was a 
tremendously moving experience. 
 Those of us who have been planning these 
things have learned a great deal, we’ve learned to 
appreciate how fully these sites are Native sites, 
and so we have included more Native speakers, 
and more of a Native perspective…

OBSRVATORY MOUND AND CIRCLE    
The once-in-a-generation moonrise alignment 
explains the position of Observatory Mound, at 
the end of the main axis. Yet it sits atop a most 
unusual and elegant detail. The sides of the 
large circle don’t quite meet, instead the curve 
gently inward and underneath the mound; they 
emerge on the outside as two small twin tails 
(today’s exact configuration is a 19th century 

southeast and the northeast; and second, the 
width of this angle expands very slowly over a 
period of 9.3 years, and then contracts again 
at the same rate.  The moon’s setting positions 
converge and expand the same way across the 
western horizon.
 So there are eight points where the moon 
appears to reverse direction along the horizon 
during this long, complex cycle.  Remarkably, 
all eight are marked precisely by these earthen 
walls and gateways.  The architecture here tells 
us which one mattered the most:  the extreme 
northernmost moonrise perfectly aligns along 
the central axis of the Octagon. This happened 
only once in 18.6 years. It must have been their 
grandest and most sacred festival.

MODERN MOONRISE CELEBRATIONS    
Hively and Horn’s discoveries about the Octa-

5Time lapse image of the moon rising 
over the central axis of the Avenue and 
Octagon, 2005 (photo by Tim Black).

6The moon’s rising and setting positions 
on the horizon oscilate between 8 different 
positions during its 18.6 year cycle.
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that entrance off by building what 
we call now “Observatory Mound” 
across that entrance.
 Continuing around or through 
the northern half of the circle 
towards the far, left flank of the 
Octagon, there are views across the 
circle’s interior that emphasize its 
remarkable precision as an “artifi-
cial horizon” and sighting instru-
ment. Its 1,054-foot diameter is so 
great, and its form so subtle, that 
it’s possible to nearly lose the feel-
ing of being within such a precisely 
enclosed space.

RIVER TERRACES    From the 
far, northernmost sides of the Octagon, there 
are clear views of the natural terraces down to 
Raccoon Creek.  The geometric earthworks of 
the Ohio Valley region were always built on 
these high, second terraces above the rivers, 
where there were perfectly level surfaces plus 
deep, gravelly soils for good drainage. Brad 
Lepper:  
 The earthwork is up on this very, very high 
terrace, and it’s very, very near the edge.  And 
there are some borrow pits of earth located near-
by.  There’s one over by the Country Club build-
ing.  But it seems to me a very obvious and easy 
place to have gotten the earth was from that cliff 
face:  rather than trying to dig a hole with a dig-
ging stick or a clamshell hoe, simply putting your 
stick into the ground and carving off the side of 
the bluff into the baskets, may have been one 
of the most important sources of earth for con-
structing the earthworks.

THE OCTAGON GATEWAYS    The dis-
tance across the Octagon is even greater than 
that of the Observatory Circle:  views from one 
gateway to its opposite are nearly lost, especial-
ly when the air is hazy. Yet sighting along these 
walls, and point to point across the geometric 
figure, and on to the horizons beyond, was a 
major function of this place. At the Octagon’s 
cleverly-designed gateways, the precision of this 
monumental architecture is at its most appar-
ent: perfect, flat-topped mounds block the vis-
tas out of the Octagon’s open corners.  We are 
both contained and released, with subtle shifts 
in these effects as we move around inside.
 An early, 1816 map of the earthworks hints 
at another possible feature of these eight gate-
ways.  A black dot next to each gateway mound 

partial reconstruction). Brad Lepper explains: 
 It appears as if there used to be an entrance 
that went into the circle, so just like the entrance 
to the Great Circle it ends in sort of these gate-
way forms of two tails. An entrance way just like 
that, I think, originally existed outside of the cir-
cle, and at some point the builders chose to block 

5Two views of the Octagon’s gate-
way mounds, which stand near the gaps 
between the figure’s eight enclosing walls.

6The Observatory Mound appears to 
have been built over what was previously 
designed as a gateway to the circular 
earthwork.
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was labeled “cavity”. Brad Lepper explains how 
one of these was excavated, and what was found:  
 It’s simply a large pit filled with coarse grav-
el with a post sitting beside it. And inferring that 
one of these would be located next to each one of 
those platform mounds, you can speculate (that) 
perhaps they’re different clan entrances, and if 
you’re bear clan there’d be a big mica symbol of a 
bear or something attached to that pole.  Alterna-
tively, perhaps those were the posts set originally 
for making the astronomical alignments. 
 The eastern, somewhat overgrown gateway 
of the Octagon touches the modern road, near 
modern houses, raising the question of where 
Newark’s ancient earthwork builders lived.  
Recent evidence suggests that people gathered 
from both local and distant places in very large 
numbers, first to build and then to use the site. 
Vast temporary villages or encampments may 
have covered much of the surrounding land.

GEOMETRICAL PRECISION    Ellipses, 
squares, octagons, circles, parallel walls: The 
builders of ancient, monumental Newark clear-
ly knew how to lay out huge geometric shapes 
with great precision. These different figures 
used common dimensions. The diameter of the 
Observatory Circle forms a square inscribed in 
the Octagon. Laid out six times, it marks the 
distance to the Great Circle, or that from the 
Octagon to the Square.
 Parallel lines would connect the corners 

4Trace images on old aerial photographs 
showing the remnants of the parallel walls 
extending southwest from the Newark 
Octagon. 

6The geometrical figures at Newark, 
their sizes and locations, are harmonized 
in a series of astonishing relations. 

66This 1816 record of the Octagon 
identified the pits (black dots), near the 
Gateway mounds,  which may have been 
pole locations.
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circular enclosure. This is one of 
many that accompanied the New-
ark Earthworks as recorded on 
19th century plans. 
 The remnants of low embank-
ments just past the small circle are 
the beginnings of a long straight 
roadway that took off to the south-
west. Early maps show it as con-
sisting of perfectly straight paral-
lel lines, about 180 feet apart and 
about 3 feet high, extending for at 
least six miles. If it continued at this 
angle for sixty miles, as Brad Lep-
per has suggested is possible, this 
monumental highway (now termed 
the “Great Hopewell Road”) would 
have arrived at Chillicothe, where 

we find more earthwork complexes with similar 
features, including the only other circle-octagon, 
High Bank Earthworks.
 Southwest of Newark, the lines that the 
early pioneers could trace through the forests 
and over the streams were plowed under or bull-
dozed away long ago. Perhaps this was a road of 
pilgrimage, carrying great processions, between 
two of the greatest Hopewell ritual centers.
 Brad Lepper had studied the long straight 
roads of the ancient American Southwest, 
before coming to Newark, so he was especially 
intrigued when he found this remarkable fea-
ture on the unpolished map of the Newark 
Earthworks, drawn by James and Charles Salis-
bury in 1862.
 They certainly did a very comprehensive 
survey of everything that was extant. They show 
the outer wall around the Octagon, which nobody 
else but Wyrick showed. And also they pointed 
out that the parallel walls that came out of the 
Octagon went much farther than Squier and 
Davis had said. Caleb Atwater thought those 
walls might go 30 miles. The Salisburys say that 
they followed those walls two and a half miles 
and came to Ramp Creek.  But they crossed 
Ramp Creek, (and) said that the walls continued 
for six miles, through tangled swamps and over 
hills, still “keeping their undeviating course.” 
So that’s where my work on the Great Hopewell 
Road really began.
 Since Lepper’s discoveries in the 1990s, the 
“Great Hopewell Road” idea has captured the 
public imagination.  But whether it really exist-
ed, as we want to imagine it, can now probably 
never be confirmed.  
 It depends on how we define the “Great 

of the square with those of the Octagon, more 
than a mile away. Another set would connect 
the main axis points of the two large circles.  
Incredibly, these two sets of imaginary parallels 
mark the minimum and maximum southern 
moonrises. There are also matched circumfer-
ences, and areas. These startling relationships 
show that somehow, there’s a larger, unifying 
idea – it’s not just a haphazard or incremental 
arrangement.

THE GREAT HOPEWELL ROAD    The 
southern gateway of the Octagon opens to a 
small stretch of grass and an exquisite small 

5In this reconstruction, clusters of hous-
es are shown outside the Newark Octagon, 
for use by the builders or celebrants. 

6The Salisbury brothers’ plan and 
description of Newark’s ancient remains 
suggested the long parallel lines extending 
to the southwest.
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ing offerings, offerings 
of thanksgiving for a 
healing, offerings in 
the hope of a blessing 
of some sort. And what 
they took back with 
them from their pil-
grimage was that spiri-
tual power that was 
imparted to them at 
the site, and also per-
haps a pilgrim’s token, 

a souvenir, some badge that says “I’ve been on the 
Great Haj to Newark.”

THE OCTAGON’S MODERN HISTORY    
When pioneers began to settle around Newark 
in the late 1700s, the earthworks were already 
ancient and overgrown.  Local Indians, many 
just recently arrived in Ohio themselves, knew 
or told little about them.  From the beginning, 
the mystery and size of the works fascinated 
some Newark citizens and visitors, but many 
people only wanted to loot the mounds, or cut 
them down to build houses or factories. 
 The only reason two major parts of the 
earthworks survived is that they were adaptable 
to entertainment: The Great Circle became the 
Licking County Fairground from 1854 to 1933. 
The Ohio State Militia encamped at the Circle 
and Octagon for a few years around 1900, and 
the land was leased as a private golf course by 
1910.  
 Although the surviving sections today are 
officially public state memorials, the Mound-
builders Country Club still holds a long-term 
lease for the Circle and Octagon. Controversy 
over access and ownership continues to swirl 
around these ancient geometric earthworks, the 
grandest and most impressive remaining in all 
of North America. 

WHY A GOLF COURSE?    Visiting the 
Octagon Earthworks today raises the ques-
tion:  why is this still a golf course? It’s a long 
and complex story, beginning in the 19th cen-
tury when the citizens of Newark decided to 
preserve the Octagon, and turned it over to 
the State of Ohio as a National Guard Camp. 
But by 1907, it was back in local hands, and the 
search was on for other ideas on how to pre-
serve the site. Historian Dick Shiels explains 
that there were two main suggestions: the first 
was to make it a park, supported by public 
funds...

Hopewell Road.” If we define it as a pair of par-
allel walls that extended for 60 miles from New-
ark to Chillicothe, then it’s premature for the 
public or anyone else to accept that claim.  If we 
define the “Great Hopewell Road” as a corridor, a 
straight corridor connecting Newark and Chilli-
cothe framed at least part of the way, coming 
from Newark southwestward, by parallel walls, 
then I think the “Great Hopewell Road” for a cer-
tainty existed. 
 With such an ancient ceremonial roadway, 
Newark might have been one of the most impor-
tant destinations in all of North America. Peo-
ple brought exotic materials here from far away, 
like mica, obsidian, and copper.  Maybe they 
were trading at a vast Newark marketplace for 
the local Flint Ridge flint. Yet only tiny bits of 
Ohio flint have been found at the origin points 
of those precious things.  Lepper offers an expla-
nation:
 This was like Jerusalem or Santiago de 
Compostella. It was a place where people came 
from miles around, like Mecca. It was a place of 
pilgrimage, and people were coming here bring-

5The High Bank site near Chillicothe 
is the only other circle-octagon earth-
work; its central axis is oriented exactly 90 
degrees from Newark’s.

6The walls of the Avenue and Octagon 
Gateway in 1911, when the golf course was 
first being set up within the earthworks.
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 But the second proposal came from a group 
of men who said, “If you’ll let us build a golf course 
there, we will (this is what they said in the paper) 
keep it open to the public at all times.”  The edito-
rial in the Newark Advocate said, “Let’s make it 
a park.” The mayor said as loudly as he could, 
“Let’s make it a park.” But the vote went the other 
way. And beginning then the next summer, the 
summer of 1911, there was a country club, or 
golf course at any rate, that quickly became the 
Moundbuilders Country Club. It’s been just 100 
years that the country club has occupied that site. 

GOLF AND PRAYER    Because the Ohio 
Historical Society has continued to lease the 
land to the Moundbuilders Country Club, pub-
lic access is restricted while golf is being played.  
The Club claims that it has maintained the land 
with care, and that without the golf course, 
development would probably have destroyed 
the earthworks long ago.  But pressure has 
grown to open the earthworks more fully to the 
public.
 Barbara Crandell, a woman of Cherokee 
heritage, was arrested in 2002 when she went to 
pray at the Observatory Mound during golf play.  
She  explains why she was willing to risk arrest, 
the ancestral connection she feels to the earth-
works:
 They built these things so we would remem-
ber who we are. Don’t lose track of who you are! 
When I go to the mounds, I feel a great welling 
up of pride and love for my people. I love my 
ancestors. I love their bones. That’s the way I was 
brought up. I have great reverence for them. And 
every one of those mounds, I know their hands 
lovingly gathered the dirt, and put it there. And I 
can feel their hands patting me, when I go there.
 So that’s why I think it was left as a trail for 

Native people to follow. Go there and connect with 
your ancestors, so you can walk a good path. It is 
terrible that people are not allowed to go to these 
places. They’re not just for Indian people. I mean, 
I connect with them maybe in a different way. but 
all people should be able to go there. They should 
be able to go there and see this wonderful sight. 
And I’d like to have it open for everybody.

3Barbara Crandell, of Cherokee heri-
tage, was arrested in 2002 for going to the 
Octagon Earthworks to pray.  


